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LET THE
 BEGINSHOW
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“Tablao” is a place where you go to enjoy fl amenco shows. The word comes 
from the word “tabla”  -fl oorboard- where the artists stand and perform their 
dance. The tablaos fl amencos have their origins in the singing cafés of the 
19th century.

In the middle of the 20th century, other types of establishments appeared, 
dedicated to show fl amenco to tourists visiting the main spanish cities: the 
Tablaos.

The Tablao of Dunacandela is an  original and unique experience  to 
immerse ourselves in the romantic future of the tablaos of the 70s.

It is the defence and vindication of the cultural interest of the fl amenco in 
the world and its presence today.

If it is in your imagination, we make it come true...

“Café cantante”, 1888. Wikipedia - Creative Commons
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Cante: the signing
Flamenco singing is the vocal expression of 
flamenco framed in forms and structures 
accepted by the individuals and communities who 
participate in it. It is sung in the first person and 
alone, preferably seated, without accompaniment 
or choral reinforcement except for the guitar. 
It is perceived by the sense of hearing and by its 
plasticity. It is performed in the same way by both 
men and women. It combines oral and collective 
tradition and personal creation. It is based on 
diverse musical structures, which are called cantes, 
estilos or palos. It serves as a channel for the 
expression of all feelings and moods: sorrow, joy, 
tragedy, joy, fear, etc., through lyrics, the fruit of 
popular expressiveness and characterised by their 
brevity and simplicity.

Toque: the music
“Toque” is the instrumental accompaniment to the 
singing and dancing. With time it was freed from 

its secondary role. The backbone of toque is made 
up of the guitar in three interpretative options: 
accompaniment of cante, dance and solo.  Flamenco 
is supported by other instruments such as castanets 
or “palillos”, hand clapping, foot tapping, knuckle 
tapping and, more recently, the piano, the cajón, 
the flute, the violin, etc.

Baile: the dancing
Flamenco dance, the dance of passion and 
seduction, also expresses a whole series of 
emotions, ranging from courtship to passion, from 
sadness to joy... Its technique is complex and the 
interpretation is different, depending on how it is 
performed: with great strength, resorting above 
all to the feet; or with more corporal movements 
to give it sensuality and plasticity. Its diversity 
depends on musical, choreographic (structured 
or spontaneous), geographical (local schools) and 
content (festive and dramatic) aspects.

Cante
Toque
Baile

The basics of flamenco:
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Tailor-made 
PERFORMANCES

AQUEL TABLAO
2 singers, 2 guitarists, 5 dancers

The show has been performed in all theatres.in 
Spain. A tribute to the “tablaos” of the past and 
present of Flamenco.  A cultural journey through 
the different styles of Flamenco.More than just 
a show, but a true masterpiece that will take you 
through the history of flamenco.

x9

1 cantaor, 1 guitarist, 3 bailaores (dancers)

A traditional, passionate and emotional flamenco 
show, with no tricks and straight to the heart of 
Andalusia. 

x5FIESTA FLAMENCA

1 cantaor, 1 guitarist, 1 bailaor (flamenco dancer)

Intimate, close, acoustic, as flamenco used to be 
played in the past, ideal for small and cosy places

x3FLAMENCO UNPLUGGED

2 guitar players

A solo of guitars, a pleasure for the ears, where 
what is important is not said with words

x2SOLO GUITARS
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Andalusian Style
El Tablao of Dunacandela is an Andalusian Adventure 
and must be experienced in an authentic Andalusian 
environment: a Palace in Seville, a Wine Cellar in Jerez 
or  in a Cave in the Sacramonte in Granada.

Choose your style, more traditional or avant-garde, 
baroque or minimalist.

If you can imagine it, we can make it come true.
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Andalusian Cuisine
Traditional or avant-garde cuisine. 
Typical Andalusian or fusion cuisine.

We choose the best ingredients from our local suppliers in the 
place of origin.

We share the best recipes from our gastronomic advisors and 
local chefs with your staff.

We cook at your place.  We not only bring the musical culture 
of Andalusia to your home, but we also bring you Andalusia 
flavour to feed your guests.
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On the cruise ship... in your hotel... in your home...
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A unique, innovative and high quality customized  
fl amenco performance.

We create the magical atmosphere of an authentic and 
charming Andalusian “tablao”.

We provide the best gastronomic sevices to make sure 
that Spanish authentic food is served properly.
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KEEP
CALM

SHARE
AND

OUR
PASSION

629 767 703
dunacandela@dunacandela.com
dunacandela.com


